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Basic Information and Definitions
Photoelectric sensors

Light Source Code: 
G = Green 
R = Red  
RG = Red or Green  
X = not possible

Beam Pattern   In the operation of thru-beam and retroreflective sensors, a degree of deviation from absolute align 
    ment of the emitter and receiver (within which the beam intensity is sufficient to activate the receiver)  
    determines the beam pattern.  

Color Mark Detector  A sensor designed to differentiate between different colored marks, or between a color mark and the 
    background color it appears on. The contrast between the two marks, not the true color of the  
    mark, is used for this detection. The color mark detector is available with either Red or Green LED  
    emitters for this purpose.

Color Registration/Mark Detection Proximity (diffuse) sensing mode that detects the contrast between two colors on a surface.

Color Registration Sensor  The color registration sensor is a highly specialized diffuse proximity sensor that has the ability to  
    detect fine changes in contrast on a surface. But unlike the standard diffuse proximity sensor, this  
    type of unit uses a powerful lens system and must be positioned at a specific focal distance from the target.

Complementary Outputs  Sensors with both N.O. and N.C. outputs that change state simultaneously.

Component System  Separately mounted optical sensing head and amplifier used for remote sensing applications.

Constant Current Source  Source which provides constant current to the output of a sensing transistor, and allows the voltage at the  
    output to vary from zero up to the supply voltage.

Contamination   Contamination reduces the specified response range of sensors and fiber optics compared to clean air, 
(influence on the response range)  because the dirt- and dust particles

■■  deposit on the lenses and  
impair their light transmission,

■■ and absorb and scatter light in the beam path.
    An oil-free source of compressed air can be used to prevent the effects of dirt and contamination due to impure air.

Contamination indicator  The contamination indicator (green) lights in the safe zone if the input energy exceeds the   
    threshold energy by at least 30 %.
    The threshold energy, at which a signal change affects the output, is defined at 100 %.
    From this, the safe zone results

■■  if the input signal exceeds at least 130 % of the  
threshold energy

■■ if the input signal exceeds at least 70 % of the threshold energy.
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